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INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact K~ihler manifold M. 
According to a well-known result of Kodaira, if the Chern class 
c~(F) c HE(M, ~) contains a negative definite form g (X < 0) then all 
cohomology groups Hq(M,X?(F)) vanish when q ~< n-  1. This result has 
been generalized along two different directions. 
In [1], Akizuki and Nakano have proved that if X<0,  then 
Hq(M, DR(F)) = 0 when p + q ~< n - 1. 
In [12], Vesentini has shown that, if X is negative semidefinite of rank k 
(i.e., Z ~< 0 and X has k negative eigenvalues at each point of M) then 
Hq(M, 12(F)) = 0 and H°(M, x2q(F)) = 0 when q ~< k - 1. 
The question has been raised whether a result similar to the one by 
Akizuki and Nakano holds in this latter case. 
The present paper answers the above question, showing that, if X ~< 0 with 
rank k, then Hq(M, f2P(F)) = 0 when p + q ~< k - 1. 
The techniques used in the proof of the above results make use of the 
K/ihler condition. 
Cohomology vanishing theorems, with no K/ihler assumption, have been 
established by A. Andreotti and H. Grauert; a new proof of these results will 
be given in Section 2. 
Problems in hol0morphic vector bundles can be often reduced to similar 
problems in line bundles, by means of constructing the projective bundle PE 
over M and the tautological line bundle LE-I. 
Using this technique, we will generalize to vector bundles some of the 
results of the first two sections of this paper. 
Moreover, in Section 3, we obtain further vanishing theorems of 
cohomology, under assumptions on the curvature of the metric on E. 
The results of Sections 1 and 3 make use of the "Akizuki-Nakano 
inequality;" in Section 4, we will show, among other things, that the above 
inequality does not hold without assuming M kiihlerian. 
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PRELIMINARIE S 
Let M be a compact hermitian manifold of complex dimension n. A 
holomorphic r-vector bundle E~M over M is defined with respect o a 
suitable open coordinate covering ~'=(Uj.) of M, by a system of 
holomorphic transition functions e~k: Uj A U k ~ GL(r, C) acting on the fibre 
C r is such a way that ejke~h =es. h on Uj~Uk~ U h. A metric along the 
fibres of E is given by a system of positive definite hermitian r × r matrix 
functions hj defined and Coo in each Ui and such that h j= tgijhieij on 
Uj~ U k. The curvature form of the metric is, by definition, given by 
O = ~(h-'  cqh) [7]. 
Let dM be the volume element dM =,  1 of the hermitian metric. Given 
two C °o (p, q)-forms ~0 and q,, with values in E, the local (n, n)-form defined 
by t~ojA,(hjq/j) defines a global (n,n)-form A(~o,~)dM. Here, the • 
operator is defined, as usual, in terms of the hermitian metric on the base. 
The map ((p, q/)~ A(~0, q/) is the scalar product defined at each base point 
of M by the hermitian metric on M and by the metric on the fibres of E. We 
define a scalar product in the space cP'q(m, E) of Coo (p, q)-forms on M, 
setting 
v,) = A dM.  
In the following, we always use the notation F (instead of E) to indicate 
line bundles (r = 1); ~P(E) will denote the sheaf of holomorphic p-forms 
with coefficients in E (S'2(E) will stand for S2°(E)). 
We recall now some well-known facts about compact K~ihler manifolds 
]14]. 
The operator A defined by the Kiihler metric on M determines a linear 
mapping A: CP'q(M, E) ~ CP-I'q-I(M, E). 
In [4], the following Akizuki-Nakano inequality has been established: 
given any harmonic (p, q)-form (0 with values in E, then 
(X//-IT(Ae(O) - e( O)A )~o, ¢) >/O, (1) 
where e(O) denotes the exterior multiplication of the matrix 0 of local (1, 1)- 
forms with the column vector ~. It was also proved, in [4], that for any form 
e(O)~0 = (cgE~ + ~aE)~0, (2) 
where c~e is the differential operator of degree (1,0), Be: cP'q(M,E)-o 
C p+ ~'q(M, E) given by formula/7(0e¢) = a(h~o). 
Let eg(F) E H2(M, R) be the cohomology class of the form of type (1, 1), 
defined locally by 
X = (V/-~i-/2z0 69 = (k/~-]-/2~r) at log h; 
e~(F) is the real Chern class of the bundle F [ 10]. 
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Conversely [10], given a d-closed (1, 1)-form on M, X C c~(F), there exists 
a metric h on the fibres of F such that 
Z = (V /~/2z0  ~c~ log h. 
The hermitian form associated to X is given locally by 
y~(~z log h/Oz ~ t3~) dz'* ~ .  
1. THE K~HLER CASE 
Let F-~ M be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact K~hler manifold 
of dimension . 
Let z '  ..... z" be local coordinates in a suitable coordinate neighborhood U. 
A (p, q)-form ~0 will be represented locally in U by 
m 
~o = ~ ~o ~dzA A dz B, 
where A = (61 ..... ap) (6, < . . .  < ap), B = (/3, ..... fl_~) (fl, < . . .  <Bq) are 
blocks of indices and dz ~ = dz ~1A ... A dz~p, --~B = dz3~ A ... A -~3q. 
Denoting by X1 ~<X2 ... ~<X, the eigenvalues of the hermitian form 
associated to ;~, for any z ~ U suitable coordinates z 1 ..... z" centered at z can 
be chosen in U in such a way that the fundamental form w of the Kiihler 
metric is given at z by 
and 
= (~- /2zc )  O = (~ l - /2zc )  Z X~, dz '~ Adz  ----~. 
Note that IXo(z)], a = 1, 2 ..... n, represent the lengths of the eigenvalues of 
the form O computed in terms of the K~ihler form at the point z. 
A straightforward computation yields at z 
~(Ae(  O ) 9 - e( O ) a¢)As-(z ) 
=(-~A~ ~ x~(z)+ =~ x=(z)) +A,-(z). 
Thus, if the following relations are satisfied 
x,1 + + x ts -  (x~, +. . .  + xj. :,) > o 
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for every choice of il < i 2 < . . -  < i s andj~ < ..- < Jn - t  and for all s ~ t, then 
(¥ /Z I (Ae(O)  - e(O)A)(o,q~)(z) ~ O. 
Consequently, in view of inequality (1), if the above condition is satisfied at 
each point z C M, any harmonic (s, t)-form vanishes identically, i.e., 
LEMMA 1.1. Let s and t be two integers, 0 <~ s <. t <~ n and assume that 
the eigenvalues X 1 <.... ~ Xn satisfy the following condition at each point of 
M: 
(A) The sum of the s smaller eigenvalues is greater than the sum of  
the (n - t) bigger eigenvalues. Then, 
Ht(M, f2S(F) ) = HS(M, ~2t(F)  = O. 
Suppose Z <~ 0 of rank k. 
Now, for any/~ C ~+, the form w- /2X is still a Kfihler form on M. 
Denoting, as before, by X 1 ~< X 2 ~< ... ~ X n the eigenvalues of 2' with respect 
to the metric induced by w, the eigenvalues of 2" with respect to the metric 
induced by w -/~2" are Xi/(1 -aX i ) ,  i = 1 ..... n. 
Now, if fl is large enough, we have 
s 
\ "  iXi/(1 -~uXi) > <~ ~Xj(1 - l zX j )  
1 t+ l  
as a consequence of the inequalities 
+ 
__ i(X, -- Y t + i)/(1 -- flXi)(l -- laX t + i) 
] 
~/- s (X  1 - -  Xk)/(1 --/~X,)(1 - /2Xk)  
and 
r t 
- ux j+, )  (k  - s - t - 1 )xk / (1  - uX ). 
s+l  
Then, for each zCM,  we can find f iE~ + so that, for any /2/>fi the 
hermitian form associated to 69 satisfies condition (A) for any pair (s, t) such 
that s + t ~ k - 1, with respect o the K/ihler metric w - BZ. 
A compactness argument yields 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a compact Kffhler manifold and let F be a 
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holomorphic line bundle over M. I f  c~(F) contains a form Z whose associated 
hermitian form is negative semidefinite of rank k at each point of M, then 
Ht(M, OS(F)) = HS(M, Or(F)) = 0 for s + t <. k - 1. 
The duality theorem yields the equivalent statement: if X >~ 0 of rank k at 
each point of M, then 
Ht(M, J2~(F)) = H~(M, I2t(F)) = 0 for s + t/> 2n - k + 1. 
The following Theorem 3.1 is an application of Theorem 2.1, and will be 
proved by imitating an argument developed in [1] to establish the Lefschetz 
theorem on hyperplane sections. 
Let S be a complex non-singular submanifold of codimension 1 regularly 
imbedded in the compact KS.hler manifold M. Let p* be the restriction 
operator 
p*: H~(M, C) -0 Hs(S, C). 
Let [S] be the line bundle defined by S. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  the Chern class c~([S]) C H2(M, ~) of IS] contains a 
form X >/0 of rank k, then 
p* is an isomorphism for s <. k - 2 
and 
P*s is injective for s = k -  1. 
Proof. Let p: OP~ 12~ be the canonical map defined by the imbedding. 
Let 12~ p = Ker p; the sequence of sheaves 
0 ,S?'~ ~--~S? ~ °,S?~--~O (3) 
is exact. 
Given any point o G S, local coordinates z 1 ..... z n can be so chosen around 
o, so that S is expressed locally by the equation z I = 0. 
If  1/= Y~-l<...<~p tl~l . . . .  f lz ~' A ... Adz  ~ is an element of I2 'p, then r/' = 
Y~,<~,2<...<-~ (r/l-2 . . . .  ~)[s dz'~2 A ... Adz  "p belongs to I2;- l([S]-'[s). 
Setting r/' =fir/, the sequence 
0 -~ S~P([S] -1) ~ O,p -~ ~ 1([S] - ' Is) -~ 0 
is exact. 
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Since c~([s] - l )  contains a positive semidefinite (1, 1)-form of rank k, the 
exact cohomology sequence 
... -+ Hq(M, a~([S]) - ')) -+ Hq(M, O' 9 
_~ H~(S, as-1(IS] - 'b ) )  -~""  
and Theorem 2.1 imply that 
Hq(M, ,(2 'p) = 0 whenever p + q ~< r - 1. 
Since t2' = O([S]-1), then 
Hq(M, ,Q') = 0 whenever q ~ r - 1. 
The exact cohomology sequence of (3) yields the isomorphisms 
Hq(M, 12 p) ~-- Hq(s, 1"2 p) for p + q < k - 2 
and the injectivity of the map 
Hq(M, a"2 v) --+ Hq(S, f2 p) whenever p + q = k - 2. 
Since 
H (M, C) (9 H"(M, o) 
p+q=s 
and since a similar decomposition holds for S, the conclusion follows. 
The above situation arises when P: M~ V is a holomorphic projection of 
M onto a complex non-singular projective manifold V of dimension b < n, 
the rank of P being the highest possible at each point of M, and S is the 
inverse image of a hyperplane section of V. 
2. THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section, M will be a compact hermitian manifold, not necessarily 
k/ihlerian. 
We are going to prove in Theorem 1.2 the vanishing of cohomology 
groups of M with coefficients in powers of F (see also A. Andreotti and H. 
Grauert: Th6or~me de finitude pour la cohomologie des espaces complexes, 
Bull. So¢. Math. France 90 (1962), p. 256, where the authors have used 
results on q-convexity of F). 
The proof of the theorem depends on the local expression of the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator and on a result about hermitian forms, due to E. 
Calabi (cf. [2, p. 106]). 
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Let M be a compact hermitian manifold. Let F be a holomorphic line 
bundle and D a holomorphic vector bundle over 34. The following theorem 
holds: 
THEOREM 1.2. I f  %(F) contains a form X whose associated hermitian 
form has at least k positive eigenvalues at each point of M, then there exists 
a positive integer #o such that 
Hq(M, .(2(F" ® D)) = 0 
for all # ) #o and all q ) n - k + 1. 
The duality theorem yields the equivalent statement: /f X has at least k 
negative igenvalues at each point of M, there exists #o such that 
Hq(M,~(F"®D))=O forall #>/#o and for q~k-  1. 
In particular, if the hermitian form associated to X has k positive eigen- 
values and (n -k )  negative igenvalues, then 
Hq(M, t2(F"®D))=O for /l~>O and q--/:n-k. 
Let dsZ= 2 ~ g~ dz ~ d-S ~ be the local expression of the hermitian metric 
on M and let A(, ) be the pointwise scalar product defined by the metrics on 
M, F and D (cf. [13, p. 14]). Let Jl JJ = ( , )  =fgA( ,  ) be the LZ-norm. 
The Laplace-Beltrami operator [] on (o, q)-forms with coefficients in 
F ® D is given locally by 
K V ~s (ff](o)~= -V V~0~-+ ( o)-g+ ~.,)g Ps~ V~(o~. 
Now B is a set of q indices B --- (fl, ..... flq) and Ta~ are components of the 
Riemann-Christoffel connection defined by the hermitian metric on M; K is 
a linear operator on (o, q)-forms which splits as the sum K - K 0 + Kz of a 
linear operator K0, involving only the curvature tensor of the hermitian 
metrics on M and D and of a linear operator Kz, depending only on the 
(1, 1)-form X. 
The action of K on (o, q)-forms is given by 
[ v a ,  
v 
where B(fl~) indicates that the index//~ has been obmitted in B. 
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From the above expression of IS], we obtain for (0 harmonic 
(~0, ~) = (g~, ~o) + HV~ll 2. 
Therefore, if cp is a harmonic (o, q)-form, then (K~0, q~) ~< 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a be a hermitian metric on M and ~ be a hermitian 
form which has at each point of M at least k positive eigenvalues. For every 
pair of positive constants c~, c2 a new hermitian metric r can be found on M 
such that, if the eigenvalues of ~7 with respect o r are 
>1... >> X (z) >>... >>. X,(z), &(z) > o, 
then c~Xk(z ) + c 2 inf(0, Xn(z)) > 0 at each point z of M. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Setting tdz = t(dz~ ..... dz"), let o and r/ be given 
locally by t~/zG dz, tG = G, and t-dz H dz, tH = H, respectively. Denote the 
eigenvalues of HG ~ at each point z by 
&(z) >t... >1 X,(z). 
Then, for any i = 1 ..... n, Xi(z ) is a real continuous function on M. As in 
Calabi's proof [4], we define locally G by 
~-~ = G-~{1 + )~(HG-1)/2! + 22(HG-~)2/3! +. . .  }, 
where 2 = 2 cx/~2/cl/inf ~ X k. 
Then, G defines a new hermitian metric on M and the eigenvalues 
2~(z)~>... )2 , ( z )  of HO -~ satisfy the condition ClX~(z) + 
e 2 inf(0, X,(z)) > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By applying the above lemma to the form Z, M 
can be equipped with a new hermitian metric in such a way that, denoting by 
X~/> ..-/> Xn the eigenvalues of Z with respect o this metric, then 
Xk(z ) > 0 and Xk(z ) + n • inf(0, Xn(z)) > 0 at each point z of M. 
The pointwise scalar product A (K¢, ~p) at the point z, takes the form 
n k 
Y' = Z 
1 1 
k+l  
607/41/1-4 
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If q >~ n -- k + 1, at least one of the q indices/3 is ~<k. Thus, 
B k+l  
) Xk(Z ) A(q~, ~o)(z) + inf(O, X,(z)) ~" ~ ~o ~'  
k+l  B ~ 
>~ (Xk(Z) + n inf(O, X,(z)))A(~p, ~o)(z). 
Now, since M is compact, there exist a positive C such that 
A(Koq~, O)(z)>~-CA(o), o)(z) at each point z of M and for every {o of type 
(o, q). 
Choosing now/10 such that 
Uo(Xk(Z)+ninf(O,X,(z)))--(C+l)>O at each z of M, 
then 
A(K~o, ~o) >/ A(9, ~o). 
Therefore, if ~o is any harmonic (o, q)-form with coefficients in F" ® D, with 
/1 >~/L o and q >~ n -- k + 1, we have 
IL~II ~ = O, o) < (to, o) ~< o. 
implying thereby that ~o ~ O. 
3. REMARKS ON VECTOR BUNDLES 
In the following, E ~"M will be a holomorphic r-vector bundle over a 
hermitian manifold M of dimension n. 
Denoting by E -  0 the bundle space E minus its zero section, let PE be 
(E -0 ) /C* ,  where C* is the multiplicative group of non-zero complex 
numbers acting on E - 0. Let z~: PE ~ M be the canonical projection. Thus, 
E -  0 is a principal bundle over PE with group C*; we denote by LE the 
associated holomorphic line bundle over PE. 
The hermitian metric h on E induces a hermitian metric h in LE, since LE 
minus its zero section is naturally isomorphic to E -  0. 
We compute now the curvature form 6) of the metric ~ on LE. If z C M, 
choose local holomorphic sections s~,...,s r around z such that the local 
components hag of h with respect to these sections are h~-= ~ and 
dh~ = 0 ar z. So, if X -- ~ ~s~ we get h(X, X) -- ~ h ,~.  Take p ~ PE, 
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7~(p) = z; p determines a unit vector X on E and there is no restriction in 
assuming X = s~(z). 
Choosing a system of local coordinates z 1 ..... z" in M around z, (z 1 ..... z", 
~1 ..... ~-~) is a system of local coordinates around p in PE. 
Thus, we get at the point p 
r - -1  
O~odz A dz~-- ~ d~ A d~ ~. 
i , j  1 
The following result which relates the cohomology of M to the 
cohomology of PE*, where E* is the dual bundle of E, can be established by 
making use of the Leray spectral sequence. A proof can be found in [8] (cf. 
also M. Cornalba and P. A. Griffiths, Some transcendental spects in 
algebraic geometry, Proc. Symposia in Pure Math. 29 (1975), 3-110). 
Let D be a holomorphic vector bundle over M and let SkE be the kth 
symmetric tensor power of E. Then, 
Hq(PE *, D((LE*) -k ® zc*D)) ~- Hq(M, ~'2(SkE @ D)) 
and 
Hq(PE *, OP((LE*) - ~)) ~_ Hq(M, 12P(E) ). 
Remark that the monomials appearing in the local expressions of all 
harmonic (p,q)-forms representing the cohomology classes of Hq(PE *, 
Y2P((LE*)-a)) do not contain any term of type de or d~. 
Consider now the hermitian quadratic form in the variables (a = 1 ..... r; 
i=  1 ..... n) 
o(C,,7) X o 
t,J 
DEFINITION. E is said to be positive semidefinite of rank k if there exists 
a hermitian metric on E whose curvature tensor 69 satisfies the following 
condition: for all ~E C r -  0, the quadratic form on the variable r/: O(ff, r/) is 
positive semidefinite of rank k at each point of M. 
A similar definition holds for negative semidefinite vector bundles. 
Note that E is positive semidefinite of rank n when E is positive in the 
sense of Griffiths [6 ]. 
Moreover, if E is positive semidefinite of rank k, then (LE*)-~ is positive 
semidefinite of rank k + r - 1. 
An example of a positive semidefinite vector bundle E is obtained when 
the global holomorphic sections F(E) generate E (see formula (2.24) on 
p. 200 of [6]). 
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A further example is the following. 
Let E ~ V be positive definite and P: M-~ V a projection of maximum 
rank b = dim V at each point of M. Thus,/~ = P*E is positive semidefinite of 
rank b at each point of M. 
Theorem 1.1 yields 
THEOREM 1.3. Let E be positive semidefinite (or negative semidefinite) 
of rank k at each point z of a compact Kdhler manifold M. Then 
Hq(M, ~P(E)) = 0 if p + q ~ 2n + r -- k 
(respectively, Hq(M, QP(E)) = 0 if p + q ~ k - r). 
The following thcorem generalizes Theorem 3.1. Here, S will be a non- 
singular complex submanifold of codimension r regularly imbedded in the 
compact K~ihler manifold M, and S will be assumed to be the zero set of a 
holomorphic section ~ of a holomorphic r-vector bundle E-~ M. 
Let Ps* denote, as before, the restriction operator Ps*: Hs( M, C) ~ Hs(S, C). 
Then, 
THEOREM 2.3. 
p* is an isomorphism if s ~ k - r - 2, 
P*s is injective if s = k - r - 1. " 
Proof. Let (E  H°(PE *, (LE*)-1) be the holomorphic section of the line 
bundle (LE*) -1 corresponding to ~. Thus, ~= {p: ( (p )=0} is a non- 
singular submanifold of codimension 1 in PE*. Then conclusion follows 
from Theorem 3.1. 
Let I s be the sheaf of ideals defined by S in M. By applying Theorem 2.3 
to the exact sequence of sheaves 
O -* ] S ---~ O M ---* O s ---* O 
we get 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let E, ~, S, M be as in the above theorem and let I s be 
the sheaf of ideals defined by S in M. Then 
Hq(M, I s )=O if O~q~k- r .  
Remark on the non-Kdhler Case 
If the K~ihler hypothesis on M is removed, the following theorem can be 
stated following a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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Let M be a compact complex manifold, and assume that there exists a 
hermitian metric on E, whose curvature tensor 0 satisfies the following 
condition at each point of M: 
For any ~ E C r -  O, the quadratic form in ~, 0(~, tl), has at least n -  k~ 
positive eigenvalues and at least k2 negative igenvalues. 
Then 
H°(M, .O(S"E ® D)) = 0 
for any q ~_ (k  I ..... k2) if At >> 0. 
Unfortunately, from Theorem 1.3 we cannot gain any information about 
cohomology on r-vector bundles when r is too large (r > n). We will now 
establish some conditions on the curvature of E in order to obtain the 
vanishing of the cohomology also when r is large. 
With the same notation as at the beginning of this section, let p C PE and 
if(p) =z .  Choose a system of local coordinates in 34, centered at z and 
chosen in such a way that the K~hler form w of M is at z 
V- Z dz° A o 
~-~ or  7 i - -  and the local form i j  rq az A dz J is written at z as 
Z Xj dz j Adz  j (X1 ~ X2 ~. . .  -~ Xtt). 
Denote by Z=- (V~/2~r)O;  then Z belongs to the Chern class of 
(LE) -1. 
If At E ~ + is sufficiently small, the form a = ~*w +AtX is a K/ihler form on 
PE. 
We obtain from (1) 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  there exists/~ E ~ + such that a is a Kdhler form, and the 
inequality 
(r--  1)/At + X /(1 Xo/O +AtXo) < 0 (4) 
o<~AtJB c~A~B 
holds at each point of M and for any A = (al ..... ap), 1 ~ al < "" < % <~ n; 
B = (flz ..... flq), 1 ~ fll < "'" < flq ~ n, then 
Hq(M, S?'(E*)) = 0. 
Indicate by w(r/) the hermitian form associated to the K~ihler form w of 
M. By applying Lemma 4.3 and setting p = 0, an easy computation yields 
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THEOREM 5.3. I f  there exists c > 0 such that 
--cw(tl) I~] 2 < O(~, t/) < --(r -- 1)/(n -- q + r -- 1)w(r/)I~] 2
for all ( 4= 0 in C ~ and ~l 4:0 in C ~ then 
Ha(M, Y2(E)) = O. 
Remark. In Theorems 5.3 and 1.3 above the conditions imposed to the 
quadratic form O are stronger than needed. An analysis of the proofs of 
these theorems, shows that it suffices to assume that O(¢, t/) satisfies the 
required inequalities at the point ~ = (0 ..... 1). 
An Application to the Tangent Bundle of Pn(C) 
Denote by 7P the positive holomorphic tangent bundle of Pn(C) and by 
H the positive line bundle defined by a hyperplane in Pn(C). 
The Fubini-Study metric w on P,(C) has constant holomorphic sectional 
curvature > 0. 
Consider the vector bundle SkTR ® H m. 
The quadratic form O(~ °, r/) of SkT~ @ H m has the following expression 
[8, p. 520]: 
n--1 
0(~ °, tl) = (k + m)(e/2) ~ trfl 2 + (2k + m)(e/2)I~I"I 2.
1 
A straightforward computation and Theorem 5.3 yield 
Ha(P.(C), O(S~ ® Hm)) = 0 
if m + 2k < 0 and q < n + k (n -  1)/(m + 2k). 
Note that for k = 1, the above result can be obtained also from a theorem 
of Bott [3, p. 509]. 
We add here some remarks about vector bundles which are positive or 
negative semidefinite in the strong sense [11], i.e., 
o;0ff ff >/0 (o; ,s  ~ ~< 0) 
at each point of a compact KS, hler manifold No. 
It can be easily verified, using (1), that, if E is negative semidefinite, then 
any harmonic (p, o)- or (o, p)-form with coefficients in E has to satisfy the 
condition: OA (# = 0 at each point of M. 
In fact, the pointwise scalar product A(X/r£TAe(O)~o, ~o) turns out to be ~<0 
at each point; so by (1) it must be (Ae(O)o, q))= 0 and therefore, for (2) 
8e~o = O. 
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Let q~ = F. q~A dzA be the local representation f the (p, o)-form ~. Written 
componentwise, the condition O/~ ¢ = 0 becomes 
' J  a~Tq 'A(hk - -  ~ ) 
ieA 
for any (p+ 1)-multi-index A=(a l  .... ,ap) and for all j=  1,...,n and 
p = 1,.,  r. Here p(i) is the sign of the permutation (i, A(0 ) of A. 
If ¢(z) 4: 0, then we can choose v and a p-multi-index B --- (ill ..... tip) such 
that qT~(z) v~ 0. 
Consider the following linearly independent -p  vectors in C'" 
~0~i~:~ (z)( -  1) p~j) if j EB  i 
(v~i)w / /  
e l j=x~ 
0 if j~B i, 
where B i=(a~<. . .<a  s<i<as+ 1<.. .  <ao). They all belong to the 
kernel of the linear operator defined by O at the point z. 
The same construction can be done for (o, p)-forms. As a consequence, we 
can state 
LEMMA 6.3. I f  E is negative semidefinite of rank k (k--- 1,..., nr) in the 
strong sense, then 
HP(M, £2(E)) = 0 and He(M, J2P(E)) = 0 
i fp  < k -  ( r -  1)n. 
This lemma yields in particular the following known results: 
(t) t f r= l ,  then HP(M, t2(E))=H°(M, ff2P(E))=O if p4k-  I [12, 
Nota I]; 
(2) if k = rn, then HP(M, 12(E)) = H°(M, t2P(E)) = 0 if p ~ n -- 1 
[11]. 
Here is an application of the above results (see also [12, Nota II, p. 511 ]). 
Let V be a compact K/ihler manifold of complex dimension b and let P: 
M ~ V be a holomorphic map of maximum rank b at each point of M. 
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle endowed with a metric whose 
curvature form O is negative definite in the strong sense over V. By letting 
= P'E,  the form O = P*O is the curvature of a hermitian metric on the 
fibres of E and is thereby negative semidefinite in the strong sense. So, for 
any harmonic (p, o)-form ~o with coefficients in E, we have O A ~0 = 0. 
For all x E V, P- l (x)  is a complex non-singular manifold of dimension 
m = n - b; we can choose local coordinates centered at the point y C P-~(x): 
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z ~ ..... z" so that the fiber P- l (x )  is locally defined by the equations: 
z m+x . . . . .  zn=o. Since O°o0(y)=0 when i<~m or j<~m, the condition 
(6~ A q~) = 0 at y, yields 
nO 
O~ifl~a(y) = 0 for any i, j,p 
o 
if A = (a 1,..., ap), where al < ... < ap, are taken from the set 1, 2 ..... rn. 
It follows that ~o O°~o(P(y))¢ ~ = 0, where 
(C ~ ..... C') = (~o~(y) ..... o ] (y ) ) .  
Since O is negative definite, that implies the vanishing of the restriction of ~0 
at y. 
Thus, under the above conditions, the restriction maps 
and 
Hq(M, O(E))-+ Hq(P - l(x), ~(E Ip-l(x>)) 
H°(M, ~q(E) --) H°(P - l(x), Dq(E I1,--l(x))) 
are the zero maps. 
4. A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE AKIZUKI--NAKANO INEQUALITY 
ON NON-K,g, HLER MANIFOLDS 
Going back to the case of a holomorphic line bundle F over a compact 
complex manifold M, in this section the validity of the Akizuky-Nakano 
inequality and of its consequences for non-K~hler manifolds will be 
discussed. 
First of all, with the same notations of Lemma 1.1, condition (A) holds 
only if X has at least s + t + i negative igenvalues if s + t ~ n - 1 or at least 
2n - (s + t) + 1 positive eigenvalues if s + t >/n + 1. 
We will here find, by an example, that the existence of s + t + 1 negative 
eigenvalues does not imply, in general, the vanishing of Ht(M, [2S(F)), unless 
also condition (A) is fulfilled. 
Note however that, in the case s = t - -0 ,  the following result of R. Bott 
holds on any compact complex manifold [3 ]: 
if X has at least a negative igenvalue at each point, then H°(M, t?(F)) = 0. 
Consider P2(C). With the same notations as in Section 3, take on P71P the 
K/ihler metric 7~*w +gX; where X belongs to %((LTP) -1) and/~ is a real 
number, 0 </~ < ½. For each point p E PTP, local coordinates centered at p 
can be chosen in such a way that the eigenvalues of the hermitian form 
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associated to X are at p: -c/2, -c ,  1. Hence, the eigenvalues of the form 
associated to ~*w +/~Z are (1- /a)c/2,  (1 -  2/~)c/2,/~. Let s =0 and t= 1; 
there are two negative igenvalues at each point although 
HI(pTP, ~((L ~)-~)) ~ ~'(%(C), S~(TP*)) 
r~ HI( f lD2(C)  ' ,.(21) :¢= 0. 
We will investigate what happens if the Kiihler condition is removed in 
this example, and show that, in the case s = 0, t = 1, the conclusion of 
Lemma 1.1 does not hold for non-kiihlerian compact complex manifolds. 
First of all, the following result of Kobayashi and Wu shows that the 
K/ihler condition can be removed in the case s = t = 0: If cR(F ) contains a 
form X, whose associated hermitian form has negative trace at each point of 
M, then H°(M, S2(F)) = O. 
By applying Lemma 2.2 to the K~ihler metric tr = z~*w +/~Z and to the 
hermitian form r/ associated to -Z, we find a new hermitian (but non- 
k/ihlerian) metric r on PTP, such that the eigenvalues X 1 > X 2 > X 3 of r/ 
with respect o r satisfy the condition 
X2>0 Xz+X 3>0 at each point of PTP. 
That implies the validity of Lemma 1.1 for the pair s =0,  t=  1, showing 
thereby that Lemma 1.1 fails, in general, for non-kiihlerian compact 
manifold. Hence, also the inequality of Akizuky and Nakano does not hold 
in general without the K/ihler assumption. 
Remark. Another unpublished counterexample was constructed some 
time ago by Vesentini. 
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